The electronic properties and optical excitations are investigated in the geometryand field-modulated bilayer graphene systems, respectively, by using the tight-binding model and Kubo formula. The stacking symmetry of bilayer graphene can be manipulated by varying the width and position of domain wall (DW) within two normally stacked graphene. All the layer-dependent atomic interactions are taken into consideration under external fields. The modulation of stacking configuration gives rise to significant effects of zone folding on energy subbands, subenvelope wave functions, density of states, and optical absorption spectra. This study clearly illustrates the diverse 1D phenomena in the energy band structure and absorption spectra; the DWand V z -created dramatic variations are comprehensively explored under accurate calculations and delicate analysis. Concise physical pictures are proposed to give further insight into the quasi-1D behaviors. arXiv:1907.08785v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] Stacking configurations and external electric & magnetic fields can greatly diversify the essential physical properties. Three typical categories of bilayer graphenes, the geometrymodulated, sliding and twisted systems, clearly display the artificial manipulations of stacking symmetries. The up-to-date experimental synthesis methods on the stacking modulations of bilayer graphene systems cover the mechanical exfoliation[1], and chemical vapor deposition[2], and tips of STM[3]. Very important, the former is capable of tuning the width and position of domain wall (DW) between the normal stackings by manipulating atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip[4]. On the theoretical side, the first-principles method[5] and the tight-binding model[6] have been used to explore energy bands of the AB/DW/BA/DW bilayer graphene, with a very narrow domain-wall width [only comparable to one C-C bond length] and a middle period. Whether the stacking-modulated band structures present quasi-2D or quasi-1D will be clarified in this study. It is well known that a uniform perpendicular electric field leads to an opening of band gap in bilayer AB stacking, confirmed by the theoretical[7] and experimental results[8]. Periodical gate voltages [V z 's], with the opposite Coulomb potentials in the neighboring ones, could be achieved under the delicately experimental designs[8]. This will be very efficient in modulating the low-energy electronic properties. Furthermore, the theoretical calculations predict the existence of 1D topological states[5].
structures, and two pairs of parabolic bands. Such band structures are clearly illustrated along the high-symmetry points of the hexagonal first Brillouin zone, so that 2D behaviors are responsible for the other fundamental physical properties. For example, the density of states and optical spectra obviously reveal the 2D van Hove singularities, where the special structures are very sensitive to the dimension. Similar 2D phenomena appear in the sliding and twisted systems, while the important differences appear between them [6, 9] . Random stacking configurations in the former show the highly distorted energy dispersions with an eye-shaped stateless region accompanied by saddle points. Furthermore, the Morié superlattice of the latter possesses a lot of carbon atoms in a primitive the unit cell and thus creates many 2D energy subbands. Most importantly, these two systems are expected to be in sharp contrast with the geometry-modulated bilayer graphenes in any physical.
In this work, we first investigate electronic properties and optical excitations in the geometry-and electric-field-modulated bilayer graphene systems, respectively, by using the tight-binding model and Kubo formula in gradient approximation. The modulation of stacking configuration will lead to a great enlargement of the unit cell. The significant effects of zone folding on energy subbands, subenvelope functions on distinct sublattices, the density of states, and absorption structures are fully explored under the accurate calculations and delicate analysis. The concise physical pictures are proposed to account for the complex relations among the geometric modulation, the gate voltage and the 1D behaviors.
Very important, the current study clearly illustrates the diverse 1D phenomena, a lot of energy subbands with various band-edge states, the metallic behavior even in an electric field, the unusual van Hove singularities, the forbidden vertical excitation channels under the specific linear relations of the layer-dependent sublattices, the prominent asymmetric absorption peaks in absence of selection rule, and the DW-and V z -created dramatic variations in optical absorption structures. Obviously, the non-uniform magnetization due to the stacking modulation can only be solved by the generalized tight-binding model, but not the effective-mass approximation. Most importantly, the strong competition between the geometric symmetry and magnetic field is studied in detail. This method is very reliable even or the complicated energy bands with the oscillatory dispersions and the multi-constant loops. The non-homogeneous interlayer hopping integrals and Peierls phases are simultaneously included in the diagonalization of the giant magnetic Hamiltonian matrix, where they have induced the high barriers in the numerical calculations. The magneto-electronic properties, energy spectrum, density of states, and wave functions, directly link one another by the competitive/cooperative pictures. The oscillatory Landau subbands are predicted to come to exist under the non-uniform environment, being thoroughly different from the dispersionless Landau levels in the well-stacked graphene systems [7] . The above-mentioned significant 1D features are expected to sharply contrast with the 2D ones in the twisted [10] and sliding [9] bilayer graphenes. Furthermore, they are thoroughly compared with the dimensionality-induced phenomena, e.g., the important differences of Landau subbands among the stacking-modulated bilayer graphenes [6] , graphene nanoribbons [11] , and ABand ABC-stacked graphites [12] . Such theoretical predictions require a series of experimental examinations from the STS, optical and magneto-optical spectroscopies.
Electronic properties and absorption spectra
Electronic and optical properties of the AB/DW/BA/DW bilayer graphene are greatly diversified by the manipulation of geometry and gate voltage. The periodical modulation alongx induces the dramatic 2D to 1D changes, covering a lot of energy subbands and well-behaved/irregular standing waves, various van Hove singularities in density of states (the double-and single-peak structures, a pair of rather strong peaks, and a plateau across E F ), and the metallic behavior. The optical gaps vanish in any systems. A pristine bilayer AB stacking exhibits the featureless optical spectrum at lower frequency. As to the geometry-modulated systems, the observable absorption peaks could survive only under the destruction of the symmetric/anti-symmetric linear superposition due to the interlayer (A1,A2)/(B1,B2) sublattices. The frequency, number and intensity of absorption structures are very sensitive to the modulation domain wall and Coulomb potential.
A bilayer graphene, as clearly shown in Fig. 1(a) , is periodically modulated along thê
x direction, in which the translation symmetry in the y-axis remains unchanged. This special geometric structure covers the wide AB and BA stacking regions, respectively, at the left-and right-hand sides, and the domain walls (DWs) in between them. The slowly stacking transformation is assumed to appear in DWs along the armchair direction by a uniform variation of the C-C bond lengths. Obviously, random stacking configurations appear within the ranges of DWs, leading to the non-uniform environment and thus the destruction in most rotation symmetries. A typical period within (60,10,60,10) [in the unit of 3b; with b denoting the C-C bond length], with 1120 carbon atoms, is very suitable for a full exploration of the modulation-diversified essential properties. That is to say, the 1120 × 1120 Hamiltonian matrix, which covers the various intralayer and interlayer hopping integrals in Eq. (4.2) [6] , is available in fully exploring the gate-voltage-dependent electronic properties and optical absorption spectra. Such a bilayer system possesses a periodical boundary condition with a long period, so that the dimension-enriched electronic and optical properties will frequently come to exist. The total carbon atoms in a primitive unit cell can be classified into the four [A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 ] sublattices. In the numerical calculations, the wave-vector-dependent wave functions strongly depend on the odd or even 
and so on. All band-edge states in distinct energy bands are very close to the K point.
Specifically, the wave functions at the K point, as indicated in Fig. 3 other ratios between the weights of A 1 -and A 2 -sublattices through the linear combination. Notice that, due to armchair shape in the x-direction, each sublattice is further split into the odd and even indices. The eigenfunctions between two distinct indices within the same sublattice only exhibits a π phase difference. The odd-index components will account for a clear presentation. With the increasing 1D subband indices, the wavefunctions become the well-behaved standing waves instead of the uniform spatial distributions. The number of nodes is fixed for all the four sublattices. Furthermore, it grows with the increasing state energies, two and four zero points of the Fig. 7 ]. Apparently, this result suggests that the metallic transport properties might come to exist along the y-direction of a narrow domain wall. Such a phenomenon is similar to those in metallic/armchair carbon nanotubes [13, 11] .
The high-resolution STS measurements could directly verify the significant characteristics of electronic energy spectra and wavefunctions under the different gate voltages. Of course, there exist many weak absorption structures in between them, and certain very strong peaks being closely related to multi-channel optical excitations [ Fig. 8 ]. Apparently, there are no specific optical selection rules, being thoroughly different the edge-dependent ones in 1D graphene nanoribbons [11] . The main reason is that the 1D quantum confinement can create the well-behaved standing waves [13, 11] . [Fig. 8 ].
The intensity, frequency, number, and form of optical special absorption structures are very sensitive to the changes in the width of DW and the perpendicular electric-field strength. In general, a simple relation between these optical features and the modulation width is absent at lower ω's [ Fig. 8 ]. However, the red-shift phenomenon in the increase of width appears at the larger ones. Apparently, the first absorption structure might be replaced by another excitation channel during the variation of DW width. On the other side, the spectral absorption functions for a specific geometry-modulated bilayer graphene clearly present a regular variation under various gate voltages [ Fig. 9 ]. That is to say, the reduced intensity and the enhanced number of absorption structures occur in the increment of V z . This directly reflects the gradual changes in energy dispersions, band-edge states and wave functions with the gate voltages. It should be noticed that the band-edges states near the Fermi level might exhibit a sharp change, strongly affecting the threshold optical excitations. Certain channels become apparent during the variation of V z , as indicated in Fig. 9 .
The periodical boundary condition in the asymmetry-enriched bilayer graphene is responsible for the rich 1D electronic and optical properties, being in sharp contrast with 2D behaviors in sliding [9] and twisted [15] The experimental measurements could verify the predicted band structures, densities of states, and optical absorption spectra. The high-resolution angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy [ARPES; details in [20, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21] ] is the only experimental instrument able to directly examine the wave-vector-dependent occupied electronic states.
The measured results have confirmed the feature-rich band structures of carbon-related sp 2 -bonding systems. Graphene nanoribbons are identified to possess 1D parabolic energy subbands centered at the high-symmetry point, accompanied by an energy gap and nonuniform energy spacings [16] . Recently, a lot of ARPES measurements are conducted on few-layer graphenes, covering the proof on the linear Dirac cone in the monolayer system [17, 18, 19] , two low-lying parabolic valence bands in bilayer AB stacking [17] , the coexistent linear and parabolic dispersions in symmetry-destroyed bilayer systems [20] , one linear and two parabolic bands in tri-layer ABA stacking [17, 18] , the partially flat and sombrero-shaped and linear bands in tri-layer ABC stacking [17, 18] . Up to date, four kinds of optical spectroscopies, absorption, transmission, reflection, and Raman scattering spectroscopies, are frequently utilized to accurately explore vertical optical excitations. Concerning the AB-stacked bilayer graphene, their measurements have successfully identified the ∼0.3-eV shoulder structure under zero field [8] , the V z -created semimetal-semiconductor transition and two low-frequency asymmetric peaks [8] , the two rather strong π-electronic absorption peaks at the middle frequency, specific magnetooptical selection rule for the first group of Landau levels [22] , and linear magnetic-fieldstrength dependence of the inter-Landau-level excitation energies [22] . Similar verifications conducted on trilayer ABA stacking cover one shoulder at ∼0.5 eV, the gapless behavior unaffected by gate voltage, the V z -induced low-frequency multi-peak structures, several π-electronic absorption peaks, and monolayer-and bilayer-like inter-Landau-level absorp-tion frequencies [23] . Moreover, the identified spectral features in trilayer ABC stacking are two low-frequency characteristic peaks and gap opening under an electric field [23] . In general, the stacking modulation results in the greatly reduced peak intensities, the Fig. 11(a) ] is more seriously deviated from that of a normal stacking, compared with that of n sc = 12
Significant Landau subbands
[ Fig. 11(d) ]. The anti-crossings of two distinct Landau-subband states frequently appear in the magneto-electronic spectra, as shown in Fig. 10(a) . The specific anti-crossing, which is due to the n v = 1 ∼ n v = 4 Landau subbands at smaller wave vectors k y ∼ 0.02 → 0.04
and E c ∼ −0.2 → −0.5 eV, is chosen for a clear illustration [the red curves in Fig. 10(c) ].
When wave vectors are well separated from the anti-crossing center, the former and the 1D magneto-electronic states have been expected to display the rich and unique absorption spectra, e.g., the drastic changes of magneto-optical selection rules [26] .
The anti-crossing phenomena of magneto-electronic states come to exist in the wavevector- [26] , magnetic-field- [27] , and electric-field-dependent energy spectra [28] , where the first, second and third types frequently appear in Landau subbands, Landau levels and both.
They mainly come from the similar physical pictures/the identical Van-Born theorem [29] , being assisted by the critical mechanisms: the special stacking configurations [e.g., the non-AA configurations; Refs [12] ], the multi-orbital hybridizations [30] , the non-uniform chemical environments [30] , and the significant spin-orbital couplings [30] . However, the specific relation of quantum numbers [the quantum-number difference of ∆n] between the main and side modes might be different in layered condensed-matter systems with various stacking configurations. For example, only the AB-stacked graphite [24] , but not the AA- [12] and ABC-stacked [25] systems, present the frequently Landau-subband anti-crossings between the first and second groups during the variation of k z , with ∆n = 3 [details in Refs [12] ].
Apparently, the k z -decomposed wave vectors play important roles on the interlayer atomic interactions and thus the unusual behaviors, e.g., the bilayer-and mono-layer-like hopping integrals at k z = 0 and π, respectively [24, 12] . The similar relations are also revealed in the well-stacked graphene systems for the B z -induced energy spectra, such as, the AB [24] , ABC [25] and AAB stackings [31] . In addition, the undefined Landau levels, corresponding to non-well-behaved sliding bilayer systems [9] , exhibit the continuous intergroup [30] , and the complicated intralayer and interlayer hopping integrals [bilayer phosphorene; [30] ], present quantum number differences: ∆n = 3I, ±1 and I.
The measurements of scanning tunneling microscopy are very powerful in exploring the van Hove singularities due to the band-edge states and the metallic/semiconducting/semimetallic behaviors, They have successfully identified diverse electronic properties in graphene nanoribbons [11] , carbon nanotubes [12] , few-layer graphene systems [30, 12] , and graphite [12] ,
The focuses of the STS examinations on the geometry-modulated and gated bilayer graphenes should cover the square-root asymmetric peaks, the major double-peak structures and the minor single-peak ones, and the significant density of states at the Fermi level. Furthermore, a pair of very close shoulder structures just across E F , a finite DOS at E F accompanied by the prominent valence and conduction asymmetric peaks, and a sufficiently long plateau crossing E F , can distinguish the distinct effects of AB configuration, stacking modulations. and non-uniform hopping integrals & Coulomb potentials, respectively.
Moreover, such STS measurements are very reliable for identifying the uniform and nonuniform magnetic quantization in electronic energy spectra of layered graphene systems. As to the former, the measured tunneling differential conductance directly reflects the structure, energy, number and degeneracy of the Landau-level delta-function-like peaks. Part of the theoretical predictions on the Landau-level energy spectra have been verified by the experimental measurements, e.g., the √ B z -dependent Landau-level energy of monolayer graphene [30, 12] , the linear B z -dependence in AB-stacked bilayer graphene [30, 12] , the coexistent square-root and linear B z -dependences in trilayer ABA stacking [30, 12] , and the 2D and 3D characteristics of the Landau subbands in Bernal graphite [12, 24] . The experimen-tal examinations on the energy range and number of prominent asymmetric and symmetric peaks of the stacking-modulated bilayer graphene systems can clearly illustrate the significant characteristics of the oscillatory quasi-1D Landau subbands. namely, the partially flat and parabolic dispersions, the oscillation width, and the subband anti-crossing phenomena.
The energy-fixed STS measurements can directly map the spatial probability distributions of wave functions in the presence/absence of a uniform magnetic [electric] field. Up to now, they have verified the rich and unique electronic states in graphene-related systems.
For example, the well-behaved standing waves, with the specific zero points, could survive in finite-length carbon nanotubes [32] . The topological edge states are identified to be created by the AB-BA domain wall of bilayer graphene systems [3] . Moreover, the normal Landau-level wave functions, being similar to those of an oscillator, frequently appear in the well-stacked few-layer graphene systems, such as, the n c,v = 0, and ±1 Landau levels for the monolayer and AB-stacked bilayer graphenes [33] . The higher-n [24] , undefined [9] , and anti-crossing Landau levels [34] are worthy of the further experimental examinations.
The similar STS measurements are available in examining the current predictions: (I) the drastic changes in the main features of standing waves due to the stacking modulation, (II) the gate-voltage-induced localized states within the Domain walls, directly linking with a plateau-structure density of states across the Fermi level, and (III) the non-uniform magnetic quantization, establishing the direct relations between the band-edge state energies and the distribution range of the regular or irregular magnetic wave functions. 
